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ABSTRACT 
 

This paper tends to explore Post Great War Trauma in connection with the conscious 

or unconscious struggle to recover from it. This is a major theme in ‘Big Two-Hearted 

River’ by Ernest Hemingway. The horrors of war have been brought into lime light from 

time to time through various works of literature but the kind of horrors to which the western 

people were subjected during and after Great War (1914-1918) and the way with which 

these horrors and their impacts have been handled in War Literature of 20 th century are 

matchless. The objective of this research paper is to unmask the disillusioned youth of 20th 

century, who is struggling consciously or unconsciously to come out of Great War trauma 

which they suffered from when their idealism of war was shattered so callously with one 

single ruthless blow of reality. War literature of 20th century throws ample amount of light 

on this issue explicitly or implicitly. Same holds true with the short story Big Two Hearted 

River where the trauma of war has been touched through indirect imagery, inviting the 

reader to do the necessary digging. Though apparently the story is very simple, with simple 

diction and simple details of a leisurely adventure of camping and fishing, yet inwardly it 

is as enticing as the tip of the iceberg and is truly in commensurate with Hemingway’s 

‘Iceberg Theory’. Same is the case with the unconscious mind of man that is equated by 

Psychoanalysts with the hidden and larger part of iceberg in sea water which this study 

tends to explore in the story on the anvil. So to penetrate deeper into the mind of author, 

protagonist and the reader, theory of Psychoanalysis has been applied on the text of the 

story to bring into lime light the hidden and darker facets of story and mind as well. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

Man of Victorian Age (1837-1901) who had always felt the complacency of conquering 

the beast in himself, cried with horror and fear when he saw this beast to his utmost terror 

all the more monstrous in the form of First World War or the Great War (1914-1918) in 

20th century West. This war truly proved that truth is stranger than fiction. Victorian People 
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had a very romantic idea of war. They thought war a source of bringing glory and heroism. 

The hero cult was widespread in Victorian Age because of their literature in general and 

the works of John Stuart Mill and Thomas Carlyle in particular. Thomas Carlyle wrote his 

famous work ‘On Heroes, Hero-Worship and the Heroic in History’ in which Napoleon 

Bonaparte and Oliver Cromwell have been eulogized as great heroes. Carlyle glorifies 

Napoleon labeling him a necessary finish of Sanculottism and exalts Oliver Cromwell 

calling him ‘a hero of liberty’ and ‘a self-reliant hero’. Not only that, Carlyle equates 

Cromwell with William the Conqueror of Middle Ages. So in this general milieu of heroes 

and hero worshipping in Victorian Age, the youth of this age worshipped heroism a lot and 

instead of getting afraid of war, they started idealizing it. This romantic view of war 

somehow travelled to first decade of 20th century as well. That’s why when the general 

atmosphere at the start of 20th century was taking such a turn that adumbrated an impending 

war that might break out at any time, the youngsters instead of getting afraid were so much 

excited to prove their heroism that history tells there were long queues of volunteer soldiers 

who wanted to participate in the war as Philip Larkin, a great post war poet, gives reference 

to it in the opening lines of his poem, ‘MCMXIV’:  

Those long uneven lines 

Standing as patiently 

As if they were stretched outside 

The Oval or Villa Park, 

The crowns of hats, the sun 

On moustached archaic faces 

Grinning as if it were all 

An August Bank Holiday lark; 
 

Long romanticism of centuries about war was shattered into pieces with one single 

blow of reality and man whom books could not mature was matured with one single painful 

experience of the Great War. As last stanza of Philip Larkin’s Poem ‘MCMXIV’ states, 

‘Never such innocence again’. 
 

So man for the first time in history was most realistic after the Great War but it was so 

bitter and painful experience that it along with making man realistic, it made him 

disillusioned as well. The world of man after this war was totally different from the world 

before war. It was a journey from innocence to experience, from experience to reality and 

from reality to disillusionment. Man who was too proud of humanism found himself totally 

lost in time and space.  Man who earlier had tremendous faith in God as Protector of 

humanity when in reality millions of people lost their lives and God remained in His 

heaven, people started questioning even the very existence of God saying had there been 

any God, nothing could have kept Him in His heaven after this much bloodshed of mankind 

at the hands of mankind. So they got more and more convinced with the dictum of 

Frederick Nietzsche ‘God is dead’ and this is a Godless universe. There is no code at the 

centre of this universe. It is moving on blindly and nothing is safe before the blind forces 

of universe. This whole situation gave way to one of the most depressing philosophies 

called ‘Nihilism’. So man after Great War became Nihilistic, in total contrariness to 

Victorian Century’s optimism. It is a woeful tale of man’s journey from Optimism to 

Nihilism. This sudden shift for which man was not ready at all put tremendous strain on 

his mind. Earlier he had experienced just physical sufferings but now was the time for 
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greater sufferings— mental sufferings. Man was condemned to the throes of immense 

trauma of war. Let alone purpose of life, he forgot even his own self and there came 

philosophies of existentialism and absurdism. He was reduced to a mere object which was 

being battered from all sides. He was wounded physically; he was wounded 

psychologically. He was lost physically; he was lost mentally. This was age of Lost 

Generation. This fateful century about which T. S. Eliot was so excited in the beginning 

and envisioned a very scintillating future for man for whom there are many promises in his 

poem ‘Departure and Arrival’ the same poet got so much disillusioned with the future of 

same 20th century generation that he wrote the soul shuddering poem ‘Waste Land’. It is a 

journey of man from Promised Land to Waste Land; from heaven of Victorian Age to hell 

of Modern Age; from purposeful life to purposeless life; from optimism to nihilism and 

from proud heroic generation to Lost Generation.  
 

Twentieth Century Europe lost half of its youth physically on war fronts (All Quiet on 

the Western Front, 1929) and the second half of its youth was lost spiritually who made 

their way to casinos, brothels and dance bars to dance to fast beat of Jazz music to do away 

with their immense war trauma (The Great Gatsby, 1925). 
 

Amidst this sorry state of affairs, Earnest Hemingway came on the scene with his code 

heroes to provide a code of living life for the Lost Generation. Though the term Lost 

Generation was coined by Gertrude Stein and used for Ernest Hemingway, Ezra Pound, 

T.S. Eliot, F. Scot Fitzgerald, William Faulkner, John Steinbeck and all the writers and 

artists who matured during war yet it was popularized by Hemingway and used for lost 

youth of post war west. Hemingway took it incumbent on himself to give a code of life 

when all codes of life had been done away with after the Great War. As in ‘Old Man and 

Sea’, when young Manolin who is representative of lost generation balks to go on fishing 

with old man, old man sets a code of courage, honour, bravery and struggle for him by 

going all by himself in the deepest waters of sea and hooking marlin that was too big and 

strong for his old age. His fatigued body, cramped and bleeding hands and mere skeleton 

of Marlin tell tale of his epic fight against the thwarting forces of nature. Seeing old man 

in this dilapidated condition with the reward of his struggle, a mere skeleton, young 

Manolin starts crying implying as though he had learnt the code of life from the old man 

that from now on he will never give up his fight telling himself if an old man can fight so 

heroically and never giving up why can’t he? That’s how a lost youth comes on tract. This 

was the mission of Ernest Hemingway’s all pieces of writing. Whether we take as long 

novels as For Whom the Bell Tolls, Farewell to Arms, Sun Also Rises, Old Man and Sea or 

as short a story as Big Two-Hearted River, all are replete with the same noble intention of 

providing post Great War lost generation a code of courage, honour, bravery and struggle 

to come out of immense trauma of war and say it farewell once for all. 

 

SCOPE OF STUDY 
 

This study employs the technique of Psychoanalysis on the text of Ernest Hemingway’s 

short story ‘Big Two-Hearted River’. The purpose is to conceptualize how the writer 

incorporates perceptible instrument of words to lay bare the painful memories of 

unpleasant incidents which Nick endeavors to repress and regress. This grappling of 

Conscious, Subconscious and Unconsciousness is the prime focus of this research paper.  
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LITERATURE REVIEW 
 

War and its traumatic impacts on man and its representation in literature of the time are 

not new. Its history goes back to the birth of epic poetry. Evil impacts of war (Trojan Wars) 

make themselves manifest in Homer’s famous epic poem Iliad (762 BC) where whole city 

of Troy is razed to earth in flames and Euripides masterfully enough manages to capture 

the immense trauma of this barbarity on the minds of women of Troy, the only survivors 

of the cataclysmic war raging for ten years, in his play Trojan Women (415 BC). The play 

very grippingly covers as to how the Trojan Princess Cassandra goes insane under immense 

trauma of war that has snatched everything from her and now she as booty of war will go 

to the Greek King Agamemnon to become victim of his lust, how her mother Hecuba, on 

the other hands, whose husband, son and daughter have been butchered, is lying on the 

ground in the form of some rubble of a ravaged building, how Cassandra’s sister has been 

slaughtered, how her sister-in-law Andromache’s son Astyanax is slain and how all the 

other Trojan women will be made consorts of Greek soldiers. This happens when war 

passes through cities. There is nothing so exciting about it. It is a fire spitting monster that 

sears everything that comes its way. It bruises bodies and corrodes minds. In the wake of 

war the smiles and laughters of life are robbed by for wailings and lamentations of death 

and same holds true with ‘Trojan Women’ where we find that “the whole play is a lament 

for the people and city of Troy” (Suter 17).  A similar situation can be seen in Aeschylus’ 

play Seven Against Thebes (467 BC) as well in which the chorus that consists of females 

is under such trauma of war that they seem semi insane in their talks: 
 

     In terror I wail loud cries of sorrow. Their army is let loose! Leaving camp,—look!—

the mounted throng floods swiftly ahead. The dust whirling in the air tells me this is so—

its message is speechless, yet clear and true. And now the plains of my native land under 

the blows of hooves send a roar to my ears; the sound flies and rumbles like a resistless 

torrent crashing down a mountainside. (78) 
 

Though these plays don’t conform to Aristotle’s rules of plot construction laid down in 

Poetics, yet many critics consider them as precursors of war literature of 19th and 20th 

century. In 19th century war novels, War and Peace (1869) by Leo Tolstoy, Prophet of 

Social Thought, holds most prominent place in world literature and is often celebrated as 

‘Russian Iliad’. Leo Tolstoy’s War and Peace based on French invasion of Russia during 

Napoleonic Wars throws light on irrationality of war. Tolstoy in War and Peace focuses on 

man’s faith in him in the face of crushing dangers posed by the monster of war. Tolstoy 

illustrates it through the character of Nicholas whose family at the end of Napoleonic Wars 

suffered like any other family on financial, physical, psychological, spiritual and cultural 

level. Nicholas musters up courage to come out of these crises by saying farewell to their 

devastating torture to his mind. 
 

The Red Badge of Courage (1895) by Stephen Crane brought revolution in the art of 

war literature by focusing on the psyche of an individual soldier, Henry Fleming, whose 

romantic notions of war are smashed by hard blows of war and hence this short but 

revolutionary novel had an immense impact on 20th century American Literature that 

became even more realistic and focused on individual psyche in the wake of the Great War 

Trauma. 
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The most devastating blow of 1914 Great War made man all the more realistic who 

consequently coming of age broke all of his idols of idealism. Lytton Strachey in his 

masterpiece work Eminent Victorians (1918) cried out: “our household Gods were humans 

after all. It was time – exactly the right time— to cut them down to size”. The excited 

volunteer warriors who thought to end the war before the Christmas of 1914, found it to 

last, to their sheer dismay, forever as Paul Fussell in his remarkable book ‘The Great War 

and Modern Memory’ (1975) writes, “Casualties had been shocking, positions had settled 

into self destructive stalemate, and sensitive people now perceived that the war, far from 

promising to be ‘over by Christmas’, was going to extend itself to hitherto unimagined 

reaches of suffering and irony”.  
 

Under Fire (1917) by Henri Berbusse is considered to be one of the earliest novels 

written about World War I. The novel is based on Henri’s own experiences of war which 

he had as a French soldier in the Great War. ‘Under Fire’ in contrariness to the novels that 

came before it describes war in such brutal and gritty realism depicting gory scenes of 

death and squalid life in trenches that some critics to relieve themselves called it a mere 

‘concoction’ and ‘falsehood’. The war novel that on psychoanalytic level deals with the 

mental trauma of war is ‘The Return of the Soldier’ (1918) by Rebecca West, an English 

novelist. But the best selling and one of the most influential war novels is ‘All Quiet on the 

Western Front’ (1929) by German Great War veteran Erich Maria Remarque. It describes 

extreme physical sufferings and mental stress of the warring soldiers on the war fronts. 

Remarque sketches how the soldiers were shaken emotionally from inside by putting these 

words in the mouth of the protagonist: “We are not youth any longer. We don’t want to 

take the world by storm. We are fleeing from ourselves, from our life. We were eighteen 

and had begun to love life and the world; and we had to shoot it to pieces”. Erich depicts 

in the novel how painful it was for Paul to recall the bitter memories of war: “a man cannot 

talk of such things”. And when Paul dies, there is calmness on his face, “as though almost 

glad the end had come”. That’s how Erich strips the mask of romanticism from the ugly 

face of war to the horror of all ignorant worshippers of it. But this realistic effort of Erich 

was not liked by the Nazis who intimidated him but Erich instead of getting bullied wrote 

sequel to it, ‘The Road Back’. 
 

Though the novels of  American novelist William Faulkner, The Sound and Fury 

(1929), As I Lay Dying (1930), Light in August (1931), Absalom, Absalom (1936), are based 

on tension in American South during Civil War yet they serve as a microcosm of a universal 

anxiety that is engendered by any form of war. Same is the case with Gone with the Wind 

(1936) by Margaret Mitchell as well.  
 

Of all the American war novelists, Ernest Hemingway stands most eminent in terms of 

unmasking the most gruesome and horrible face of war. Whether it is The Sun Also Rises 

(1926), For Whom the Bell Tolls (1940), A Farewell to Arms (1929) or his collection of 

short stories In Our Time (1925), Hemingway’s experiences of wars form their basis in one 

way or the other. Hemingway considered war ‘a slaughterhouse’ in which those who died 

were slaughtered physically and those who survived were slaughtered psychologically as 

Hemingway has shown psychological wounds of surviving generation of Great War, 

known as The Lost Generation, in The Sun Also Rises. In this novel Hemingway shows 

them doing drinking, dancing and running after the girls all day long in order to show their 

great frustration. Same holds true with the soldiers depicted in ‘A Farewell to Arms’. To 
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them life is meaningless and futile that proves their label of The Lost Generation. This 

short review of literature and here literature of war offered and established the background 

and the sufficient justification for this study: ‘Big Two-Hearted River: Nick’s Farewell to 

Post Great War Trauma’. 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
 

Although the protagonists of Ernest Hemingway’s pieces of work change as their plots 

develop, yet they remain same on account of one thing— their wounds. They are eternally 

wounded physically and psychologically like the characters in the plays of Samuel Becket 

who also wrote his great plays like Waiting for Godot and End Game in the context of 

trauma of WW II. In fact, Hemingway’s heroes’ wounds are his own wounds which he 

received both physically and psychologically through his direct participation in The Great 

War and many other European wars. That’s why Hemingway’s portrayal of his characters 

both on physical and psychological level is far realistic and gripping as compared to that 

of his other contemporaries.  
 

 The short story Big Two-Hearted River published in ‘In Our Time’ (1925) like other 

works of Hemingway is also “a war story but without mention of war. Through the fishing 

trip, Nick, a war veteran, is trying to get temporary tranquility of his mind by forgetting 

about the war and earthly troubles” (Jing Li: 03). 
 

Like its name, Big Two-Hearted River, there is much of duality and twoness in the 

story; it is two-pronged, two-layered, two-sided, two-bodied and two-hearted. In fact, this 

twoness depicts the divided self and divided mind of not only the protagonist of the story, 

Nick, but also of post Great War generation. Nick is torn apart between past and present, 

between pre-war life and post-war life and above all between his conscious and 

unconscious. This big two-hearted river is river of life that keeps on flowing with all things 

good and bad, with all things pleasant and unpleasant but it never stops. Everything may 

come to a halt but this river of life has such vitality that with a forceful might it keeps 

gushing forward, making its way through all odds and evens. Things in the wake of war 

are in disarray but it is moving forward straight with all of its might. Nothing is same after 

the cataclysmic war but river. Amidst the burnt timber, ravaged town, fire gutted country 

and burnt surface of ground, ‘The river was there’. Seeing it there, Nick finds he is also 

there. He is not lost after all. In finding it out, Nick finds himself out. If everything is 

destroyed but the river, nothing is destroyed. The presence of river is the presence of life 

and the presence of life is the defeat of death. It shows life is invincible. It can never be 

defeated. No Great War can defeat it. Life has defeated all the wars. Once again another 

war is not there. The Great War is not there. But river is there. Life is there. This comes as 

a revelation on Nick. With this new awakening, Nick is born anew. He is back on tract; on 

tract of life— on tract of river. He loves river and river loves him. He brings faith in river; 

in river of life and steps down into the river to baptize himself in accordance with the newly 

embraced faith; the faith of life. Nick feels peace inside himself and peace outside himself. 

He wants this state of peace to last forever. That’s how Hemingway shows Nick wrestling 

with his mental trauma of Great War and struggling to find his way back to his former 

peaceful state of mind that he and all his contemporaries had before The Great War. Man’s 

greatness lies in never giving up courage, honour, hope and struggle. This is Hemingway’s 
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code of living life following which man can never lose his grace under any pressure, let 

alone a mere war trauma. 
 

Hemingway once said, “I always try to write on the principal of the iceberg. There is 

seven-eighth underwater for every part that shows.” Where it is true with his style, it is true 

with the working of man’s mind as well according to Sigmund Freud who divided mind 

into conscious, subconscious and unconscious. Conscious is visible like the tip of the 

iceberg, subconscious is blurry like the part of iceberg touching water and unconscious is 

the invisible part of iceberg that lies totally hidden under water and is so big and huge. 

Nick’s struggle to come out of his trauma of war goes on all these three levels of conscious 

mind, subconscious mind and unconscious mind.  
 

The conscious mind is one’s awareness of what goes outside and inside one’s self. The 

subconscious mind refers to that part of consciousness that we are not actively aware of in 

the moment but with effort can be recalled. Whereas the term unconscious mind is 

concerned, it was coined by Sigmund Freud and it refers to that part of the mind that cannot 

be known by the conscious mind and it is storehouse of unpleasant experiences, 

unacceptable desires, extreme fears, painful emotions and traumatic memories. According 

to Freud, there is a defence mechanism against the unconscious mind that is active during 

the day or while one is awake, but at night or when one is asleep, it goes dormant and 

during one’s sleeping hours, out of all the unpleasant repressed thoughts which are 

repressed in the unconscious mind, some are likely to resurface, in the absence or weakness 

of defense mechanism, to one’s anxiety. This defence mechanism against unconscious 

mind becomes operational through these defenses: Selective perception, Selective 

memory, Denial, Avoidance, Displacement, Projection and Regression. 
 

And these defenses on close reading of the text of ‘Big Two-Hearted River’ can be seen 

operational in Nick in one way or the other to make him overcome his trauma of war. 

Selective perception includes hearing and seeing only what one feels can be handled. Nick 

on his coming back from the war fronts, goes to that place of natural beauty where for him 

is nothing painful to hear or hurtful to see. The defense of selective memory operates to 

make one forget painful events partially or entirely. Nick on this adventure trip is also on 

his way to mental growth to recall nothing painful from his past. Denial defense stands for 

making one feel that unpleasant event never happened. Nick time and again assures himself 

that ‘He is happy’ and it is suggestive of his mental denial of any unpleasant happening. 

The next defense is of avoidance that implies staying away from people or situations that 

might stir up some repressed experience or emotion from the storehouse of unconscious 

and hence can start the whole chain of anxiety anew. Nick’s quick pace to run along the 

flow of river is suggestive of his endeavour to run as quickly and as far away as possible 

from any such situations or people who can commence the whole cycle of angst again that 

he is fighting to recover from. So far as displacement defense is concerned it is ‘taking it 

out’ on something less threatening than the person who caused one’s fear, frustration, anger 

or hurt. Nick does so engaging himself in the act of fishing trout and then banging them on 

logs and then splitting their guts open with his razor sharp knife. In a way he is displacing 

his anger and frustration on the things less threatening—here the trouts. Likewise, the 

Projection defense ascribes to one’s that attitude by which one blames someone or 

something else for his fears, problems or guilt. And in case of Nick, his obsession to run 

away from modern civilization implies that he holds modern civilization’s lust for power 
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responsible for his mental trauma. And the last but not least, regression defense, according 

to Louis Tyson in The Critical Theory, is: 

The temporary return to a former psychological state, which is not just imagined 

but relived. Regression can involve a return either to a painful or a pleasant 

experience. It is a defense because it carries our thoughts away from some present 

difficulty (as when Death of a Salesman’s Willy Loman flashes back to his past in 

order to avoid the unpleasant realities of his present life). However, it differs from 

other defenses in that it carries with it the opportunity for ‘active reversal’, the 

acknowledgement and working through of repressed experiences and emotions, 

because we can alter the effects of a wound only when we relive the wounding 

experience. This is why regression is such a useful therapeutic tool. 
 

So far as the first half of this defense function is concerned, Hemingway has made use 

of it in Old Man and Sea quite often when Santiago, the old man, wanted to turn his 

attention away from the difficulty of his present situation, he went back into the past when 

he was young and had had hand-matches or enjoyed sports or loved the company of lions. 

Old man not just imagined them but relived them to catch strength. Nick does so by 

recalling and reliving a moment he once enjoyed with his friend Hopkins. And talking 

about the second half of regression defense, in Big Two-Hearted River when some covert 

painful memory regresses back into the mind of Nick, he seems to be involved in grappling 

with it by engaging himself in tiring fish hunt.  
 

Throughout the story, Nick can be seen struggling with his mental trauma on symbolic 

level. His capturing of grasshoppers and stuffing them in a bottle with a stopper can be 

interpreted as his pushing of painful memories back into the unconscious where they are 

restless to regress to one’s anxiety: “In the bottle, warmed by the sun, they were jumping 

in a mass. Nick put in a pine stick as a cork. It plunged the mouth of the bottle enough, so 

the hoppers could not get out”.  
 

Then at night, Nick’s fixing cheesecloth, across the open mouth of the tent, to keep out 

mosquitoes is also symbolic of his struggle to keep the irritating thoughts, which here have 

been symbolized through mosquitoes, away from him. But even then a mosquito passes 

through it to hum close to Nick’s ear. Nick lights a match and moves it quickly up to it and 

“the mosquito made a satisfactory hiss in the flame”. So that’s how Nick struggles to 

repress his irritating thoughts in the story at different occasions. 
 

Nick fishes in shallow waters and deep waters and then thinks of fishing in the swamp. 

Fishing in the shallows can be seen as Nick’s grappling with his trauma on conscious level. 

In the shallows not only the fish are visible but also the pebbles with their brown colour as 

on conscious level everything is visible or known to us fully: “Nick looked down into the 

water, brown water, coloured from the pebbly bottom, and watched the trout keeping 

themselves steady in the current with wavering fins” (pg 01). Small hooked trout in the 

shallow water stands for Nick himself. He is very tender to the tender fish. Even he touches 

it with his moist hand so that it would not develop fungus on its smooth surface. In this 

little trout, he sees himself. Nick lets it go. He frees it. This is the freedom he wants for 

himself from the hook of trauma of war. 
 

Nick’s fishing in the deep water stands for his struggle to cope up with his trauma at 

subconscious or preconscious level. Nick’s fishing in the deep water shows the difficulties 
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he had to face in hooking the big trout. This big trout stands for Nick’s big challenge to 

overcome his mental trauma of war. While hooking it, even his thumb gets inside the fly 

reel frame. The trout was so big and heavy: 
 

When the strain was too great; the hardness was too tight. Of course, the leader had 

broken. There was no mistaking the feeling when all spring left the line and it became dry 

and hard. Then it went slack (pg 10). 

 

The whole struggle exhausts Nick: 

 His mouth dry, his heart down, Nick reeled in. He had never seen so big a trout. There 

was heaviness, a power not to be held, and then the bulk of him, as he jumped. He looked 

as broad as a salmon. 
 

 That’s what happens when one fights with the memory of unpleasant experiences. 

There is as much strain on mind as Nick feels on his line and finally under too much strain, 

it breaks. Likewise, mostly, people break under too much pressure. But Hemingway’s 

lesson is to keep grace under pressure, no matter come what may.  
 

 At first, Nick is disappointed at his failure to hook that big trout but later on his catching 

of two trouts is suggestive of his gradual recovery from his traumatic state of mind.  

Then Hemingway’s masterful depiction of swamp, on its close reading, equates it to the 

unconscious mind: 
 

 Ahead the river narrowed and went into a swamp. The river became smooth and deep 

and the swamp looked solid with cedar trees, their trunks close together, and their branches 

solid. It would not be possible to walk through a swamp like that. The branches grew so 

low (pg 13). 
 

 According to Freud, unconscious is that part of mind that is not known to 

consciousness. It is dark and works in mysterious ways which cannot be known. Here live 

the repressed, primitive or instinctual thoughts that cannot be deliberately brought to 

surface:  
 

     “In the swamp the banks were bare, the big cedars came together overhead, the sun did 

not come through, except in patches; in the fast deep water, in the half light, the fishing 

would be tragic. In the swamp fishing was tragic adventure. Nick did not want it. He didn’t 

want to go up the stream any further today (pg 14). 
 

 So to sport with the unconscious can take its heavy toll by breaking the defense 

mechanism and hence throwing one into the throes of unbearable anxiety that is of course 

tragic: ‘in the swamp fishing was tragic’. So according to Carl Jung, until and unless you 

are strong enough, stay away: ‘Nick did not want it’. But escapism is also no solution. 

Hence one’s trauma would keep coming back. So to do with it once for all is to confront 

one’s trauma in order to bid it farewell in the right sense. Closing eyes does not send the 

threat away. Carl Jung treated his patients by bringing the painful memories of their painful 

experiences back to them and made them confront them and defeat them in order to bid a 

true farewell to all kinds of their traumas once for all. And this awakening, like other 

Hemingway’s heroes, dawns on Nick as well who finally says: “There were plenty of days 

coming when he could fish the swamp.”  
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CONCLUSION 
 

 The analysis of the short story Big Two Hearted River on the basis of Freud’s theory 

of psychoanalysis concludes that there is a complete psychological process that is at work 

behind every single act. In the short story, Nick can be seen under the influence of his 

mental trauma. Which one can dig out as his inheritance from the brutality of the Great 

War and when he is on his way to grapple with it to recover from it, only then it dawns that 

not only on Nick but also the readers as well have identified themselves with him. And 

agree that the real farewell to one’s anxiety does not lie in running away from it; but it lies 

in stopping, staring in the face and confronting all kinds of psychological challenges. Only 

this approach can liberate one truly from the cruel clutches of mental torments and can 

make one have one’s ‘grace under pressure’. 
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